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Abstract
We have implemented a graphical user interface (GUI) based semi-automatic hierarchical
segmentation scheme, which works in three stages. In the first stage, we process the origi-
nal image by filtering and threshold the gradient to reduce the level of noise. In the second
stage, we compute the watershed segmentation of the image using the rainfalling simulation
approach. In the third stage, we apply two region merging schemes, namely implicit region
merging and seeded region merging, to the result of the watershed algorithm. Both the re-
gion merging schemes are based on the watershed depth of regions and serve to reduce the
oversegmentation produced by the watershed algorithm. Implicit region merging automatically
produces a hierarchy of regions. In seeded region merging, a selected seed region can be grown
from the watershed result, producing a hierarchy. A meaningful segmentation can be simply
chosen from the hierarchy produced.
We have also proposed and tested a streaming algorithm based on the watershed algorithm,
which computes the segmentation of an image without iterative processing of adjacent blocks.
We have proved that the streaming algorithm produces the same result as the serial watershed
algorithm. We have also discussed the extensibility of the streaming algorithm to efficient
parallel implementations.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Image Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of dividing an image into meaningful regions. It is often considered
the first and the most important step in image analysis [20]. Segmentation finds application
in a variety of fields — from medicine to defense. For instance, in medicine, it is used for
image-guided surgery, surgical simulation, therapy evaluation, neuroscience studies, and diag-
nosis. A major area of application of segmentation methods is in solving problems related to
machine vision. Some examples of these are automatic character recognition, production line
quality control, automatic processing of finger prints, target recognition and tracking, and surgi-
cal robotics. A majority of these machine vision problems require partially- or fully-automatic
segmentation.
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1.2 Significance of Automatic Segmentation
Objects in images appear at different spatial resolutions. Hence building a generic automatic
segmentation system may be difficult or even impossible. However, for a given application, au-
tomatic segmentation can be achieved with the right choice of segmentation method. Automat-
ing tasks can help improve system performance in many applications. For example, consider a
problem that involves checking correctness of connections on a printed circuit board. Verifying
each board manually will be slow and the results may be error-prone. Introducing automation
in such an application can significantly improve system speed and produce repeatable results.
Yet another instance is segmentation of medical data for diagnosis. This data could be images,
3D volumes [48] or even 4D time-series of volumes Y . The complexity of such images does de-
mand human intervention. However, manual segmentation can be highly time-consuming and
error-prone. A semi-automatic segmentation method with the right use of the user’s high-level
knowledge can avoid problems with the manual techniques.
1.3 Survey of Segmentation Methods
There are many segmentation techniques in the literature for different kinds of images (intensity
images, range images, images with high noise level, highly textured images, video sequences,
color images, etc). However, there is no single method that works well for all image types.
According to Haralick and Sapiro [23], a good segmentation, qualitatively, is one, in which
the regions are uniform and homogeneous with respect to some characteristic, adjacent regions
Z
Henceforth, we will use the term images in general to refer to images, 3D volumes, and 4D data.
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have significantly different characteristic features and boundaries of each segment are spatially
accurate. Unfortunately, no standard quantitative performance metric has been developed yet
and hence the evaluation is mostly subjective.
1.3.1 Classification
Instances of work in the literature on the study of segmentation methods are [18, 23, 28, 50].
Of these, the review presented by Pal and Pal [50] is very comprehensive. They discuss several
existing methods under the following topics: gray-level thresholding, iterative pixel classifica-
tion (methods that use relaxation, Markov random fields, and neural networks), surface-based
techniques (mostly for range images), color image segmentation, edge detection, and methods
based on fuzzy set theory. Most books on image processing also provide an overview of the
common algorithms [20, 54]. In our study, we broadly classify the segmentation methods into
four classes, namely boundary-based, pixel-based, and region-based methods, and methods that
use a combination of these.
Boundary-based Methods
Boundary-based methods are based on the detection of discontinuities in an image. The first
step, typically, is to apply an edge detector [20] to the image. Heath et al [25] present a study
of various edge detection operators. In the ideal case, the edge operator should find points lying
only on the boundaries between regions but this seldom happens due to texture and noise. Hence
edge detection is usually followed by edge-point linking and boundary detection methods [54]
to obtain meaningful boundaries. Some examples of this approach are [17, 31, 69]. Yu and Jain
3
[69] use the Hough transform [54] to detect lane boundaries. Eua-Anant and Upda [17] use
particle motion in a simulated force field to obtain closed object boundaries. Jones [31] reviews
the application of active contour models for detecting lines and edges in images.
Pixel-based Methods
Pixel-based methods work at the level of pixels in the image, grouping them based on a pre-
defined similarity criterion. Thresholding and clustering are two important pixel-based meth-
ods. In thresholding, the values of the thresholds are usually obtained by histogram analysis
[20]. Depending on the nature of the threshold, the method may be local, global or adaptive
and based on the number of thresholds, it can be of bi-level or multi-level type. Two exam-
ples of use of thresholding from the literature are [61, 68]. Solihin and Leedham [61] propose
a novel class of global thresholding techniques for analyzing handwriting images. Yang and
Yan use thresholding for a document processing system in [68]. Clustering can be viewed as
a multi-dimensional extension of thresholding. It involves extracting features from an image
and grouping the pixels in a higher-dimensional feature space [16]. Examples of this approach
are [26, 38]. Heisele and Ritter [26] apply clustering to segment temporal sequences of range
and intensity images. Lucchese and Mitra [38] propose an unsupervised segmentation scheme
based on K-means clustering for color images.
Region-based Methods
Region-based methods also aim at segmentation using similarities but they work at the level
of regions. Region growing and merging, region splitting, split-merge [20], and the watershed
4
algorithm [30] are methods based on finding regions directly. In region growing, starting from
seed pixels, regions are grown based on pre-defined homogeneity and stopping criteria. Region
merging works by merging similar regions obtained from a prior segmentation of the image.
Region splitting is just the opposite of merging. It starts with the entire image as a single region
which is subsequently split until a stopping criterion is met. A convenient approach is to use
a quadtree representation [20] in which each region is split into four and this proceeds until
the homogeneity conditions are satisfied. This approach has two problems. First, it assumes a
square region shape and second, it may result in a segmentation that has adjacent regions with
identical properties. This can be overcome by a combination of splitting and merging.
The watershed algorithm is based on concepts from topography [30]. The input to the
algorithm is a single-valued edge map, which is typically the gradient of the original image.
The algorithm considers the edge map as a topographical surface where the height at each
pixel location is given by the grayscale value of that pixel. Each local minimum in the surface
corresponds to a catchment basin. The algorithm tries to group the other pixels such that in the
final segmentation, most other pixels belong to a catchment basin. The boundary pixels form
the watershed lines that separate the catchment basins. This grouping can be done using two
methods — immersion simulation and rainfalling simulation. In immersion simulation [60],
holes are pierced in the minima of the surface and the surface is immersed in water. The water
rises and starts filling the catchment basins. When the catchment basins begin to merge, dams
are built to prevent water in one basin from flowing into another. These dams represent the
watershed lines which separate the different catchment basins. In rainfalling simulation [39],
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drops of water fall on the surface. These drops start flowing down, under gravity, using the path
of steepest descent and get collected in the catchment basins. Thus, pixels in the image can
be classified under unique catchment basins. The catchment basins represent the regions in the
image and the watershed lines are the region boundaries.
Some example applications of region-based methods are [1, 12, 39, 55]. Cheevasuvit et al
[12] use the split-merge scheme for segmentation. Adams and Bischof [1] discuss a seeded
region growing scheme in which high-level knowledge has been incorporated into the process
through the choice of seed pixels. Rettmann et al [55] use the watershed algorithm for automatic
segmentation of cortical sulci. Mangan and Whitaker [39] apply the watershed algorithm to
segment surface meshes in 3D.
Combination Methods
Some methods use a combination of two or more of the above discussed types. Examples are
[2, 9, 10]. Beveridge [9] integrates histogram analysis with region merging techniques in his
work. Borges and Aldon [10] use a fuzzy clustering algorithm in a split-merge framework.
Amoroso et al [2] apply a combination of thresholding and neural network learning for color
image analysis.
1.3.2 Discussion
Edge detection is used by biological visual systems [18] and hence boundary-based methods
are probably the most intuitive of all segmentation methods. However, they are highly sensi-
tive to noise and to small variations of the boundary. Pixel-based methods are generally more
6
immune to noise than boundary-based methods and they produce closed boundaries directly.
The thresholding scheme is simple and can be efficient but works well only on simple images
with the right choice of thresholds. Similarly, the choice of features and number of classes
[16] is very important in the case of clustering methods. Apart from these, one major dis-
advantage with pixel-based methods is that most of these techniques do not use proximity or
spatial adjacency information and hence valuable information is lost. For these reasons, the
applicability of pixel-based methods for segmenting complex scenes is limited. Like pixel-
based techniques, region-based methods are also more tolerant of noise when compared with
boundary-based methods. Unlike pixel-based methods, they are based on the adjacency of pix-
els in the image domain. Region-based methods are compatible with semantic methods [62]
and implicitly produce a hierarchy of regions. This makes them more conducive to automat-
ing segmentation than other methods. Like some boundary detection and iterative clustering
methods, region-based schemes often pose the problem of increased cost of computation and
memory requirements. Some of the individual region-based methods pose additional difficul-
ties. Region growing works well only if the initial seeds are representative of the regions of
interest. The choice of the homogeneity and stopping criteria is crucial to the success of these
methods and depends on the nature of the input image. These problems are overcome in the
watershed algorithm. The watershed algorithm uses only an edge map as input and hence can
be used to segment a variety of images. The algorithm produces the segmentation result without
any user intervention. It is suitable for distributed implementation and can produce significant
system optimization. The watershed algorithm produces closed boundaries and can be easily
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extended to segment higher-dimensional images. Like many other methods, the watershed al-
gorithm is sensitive to noise. However, unlike other methods, which typically produce incorrect
or displaced boundaries in the presence of noise, the watershed algorithm usually produces ex-
tra boundaries. This is referred to as oversegmentation, which means that apart from the real
boundaries, the algorithm also produces spurious boundaries due to noise. This problem is
related to the unstable nature of the algorithm. Even small changes in the edge map values
can reroute the flow of water producing different watersheds. However, this problem can be
removed by pre-processing the image to reduce noise and using a good post-merging scheme.
This can make the watershed algorithm robust and if combined with the right merging scheme,
it is a good choice for automatic and semi-automatic segmentation problems.
1.4 Summary of Work Done
We have implemented a semi-automatic segmentation scheme using a combination of the wa-
tershed algorithm and two region merging schemes. We pre-process the input image to reduce
the level of noise. We use the rainfalling approach of the watershed algorithm to obtain the
initial segmentation of the image. We then process the watershed result using two region merg-
ing schemes, namely implicit and seeded region merging, to reduce oversegmentation. Both
the merging techniques produce a hierarchy of regions, from which a meaningful output can
be easily chosen. We have also developed a graphical user interface (GUI) to view the hierar-
chy. We have extended the initial segmentation algorithm based on the rainfalling simulation to
streaming data in 2D. The streaming algorithm proposed is also suitable for 3D images and for
8
parallel computation, and produces the same result as the serial watershed algorithm.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Introduction
The watershed algorithm is based on concepts from topography. The input to the algorithm
is the gradient image or an equivalent graded edge map. The algorithm visualizes the edge
map as a topographical surface where the grayscale value at each pixel location represents the
elevation. Let  be the original image and the grayscale value at a location
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map be
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For instance, if the edge map looks as in Figure 2.1(a), the algorithm sees this input as
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: An example of topographical surface: (a) Input  cH	 (b) Its topographical surface
in 3D
the 3D topographical surface shown in Figure 2.1(b). We embed this surface in a gravity field
which points in the negative _ direction. A drop of water placed anywhere on this surface will
follow the path of steepest descent until it reaches a minimum. This idea helps to establish
an equivalence relationship among pixels that trace to the same local minimum and is used
to group pixels in the image under different catchment basins. These basins are analogous to
regions. Thus, the algorithm works by finding the minima of the surface, which correspond to
the catchment basins and tries to group every other pixel under one of these basins, producing a
segmented output. Consider the example in Figures 2.2(a)–(c). Figure 2.2(a) shows the original
1D function 
	
. The gradient
 	
, of this function is shown in Figure 2.2(b), which has
three minima. When
 	
is used as input to the watershed algorithm, the three minima of
 	
will produce three segments in the result of the watershed algorithm. This concept extends to
higher-dimensions and images containing multiple objects.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: Working of the watershed algorithm: (a) Original 1D function  	 (b) Gradient of

	
—
 	
is the input to the watershed algorithm (c) Result of watershed algorithm
Watershed segmentation produces closed region boundaries. It is suitable for distributed
computation and can easily be extended to higher dimensions. However, like many other seg-
mentation methods, the watershed algorithm is sensitive to noise. Noise in the image can lead
to false minima, each of which can create its own region in the output segmentation. This re-
sults in oversegmentation, which means that the output has too many regions. Many methods
have been proposed in the literature to implement watershed segmentation and to reduce over-
segmentation. In the following sections, we explore the origin of the watershed algorithm, the
different approaches to implement the algorithm and the strategies used to reduce the effects of
noise.
2.2 Early Work on Watershed Segmentation
Beucher and Lantuejoul [7] were the first to propose an algorithm based on topographical water-
sheds to segment images. However, even prior to this, related work had been done, specifically
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in the area of topography. For instance, Cayley [11] presents the idea of viewing a topographical
surface as a system of contours and slope lines in his article. Maxwell [40] discusses grouping
points according to surface minima — the basic principle behind watershed segmentation. Most
of this work has been done for processing digital elevation models [14]. Examples of these are
[13, 52]. Peucker and Douglas [52] discuss the detection of ravines and pits on a discrete grid
which is analogous to finding maxima and minima [36] for watershed segmentation. The al-
gorithm proposed by Collins [13] uses sorted elevation data for processing, very much like the
immersion scheme proposed by Vincent and Soille [66].
2.3 Different Approaches to Watershed Segmentation
In general, two different algorithms are used to implement watershed segmentation, namely,
immersion and rainfalling simulation. Each of these can be used to detect the segments in the
image either directly or using morphological operators [56]. Again, the implementation can be
sequential or distributed. We briefly review some of these approaches as follows.
2.3.1 Immersion or Flooding Simulation
The concept of immersion simulation can be described as follows. Holes are pierced at the min-
ima of the surface and the whole surface is slowly immersed in water. The water rises in through
these holes and gets collected in the catchment basins. When the water from one basin starts to
pour out into an adjacent one, a dam is built to prevent this overflow. The dams or watershed
lines separate the catchment basins from one another and correspond to the boundaries in the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.3: Immersion simulation: (a) An example 1D gradient function (b) Flooding by im-
mersion (c) Segmented result
image. This process can be simulated using a computer to find the watershed segmentation.
Immersion simulation is illustrated in Figures 2.3(a)–(c). Figure 2.3(a) shows a 1D gradi-
ent function
 	
with three minima, namely, M1, M2, and M3. Water rises in and fills the
corresponding catchment basins CB1, CB2, and CB3, as in Figure 2.3(b). When water in CB1
and CB2 begin to merge, a dam is built to prevent this overflow of water. Similarly, the other
watershed lines are constructed. The final segmented result containing three segments, WS1,
WS2, and WS3, is shown in Figure 2.3(c). Soille and Vincent [60] introduced the immer-
sion approach. Vincent and Soille [66] also introduced an efficient immersion algorithm based
on sorting of pixel values and FIFO queues. Variations on their technique were proposed by
Beucher and Meyer [8]. Comparative analyses of different versions of the flooding approach
were presented in [15, 22].
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: Rainfalling simulation: (a) An example 1D gradient function (b) Rainfalling simu-
lation (c) Segmented result
2.3.2 Rainfalling Simulation
A conceptual description of the rainfalling simulation approach is as follows. Drops of water
are allowed to fall on the surface. A drop falling on a pixel on the surface follows the path of
steepest descent until it reaches a minimum. If the steepest descent paths from a set of pixels
end in the same minimum, then these pixels define a catchment basin. Thus, every surface
minimum can be associated with a catchment basin which corresponds to a region in the image.
This idea can be used to compute the watershed segmentation of an image.
Figures 2.4(a)–(c) illustrate rainfalling simulation. The three minima of the gradient func-
tion
 	
lead to three regions in the segmented output, as in Figure 2.4(c). In the earliest work
on watershed segmentation, Beucher and Lantuejoul [7] describe rainfalling simulation. The
use of this approach for segmentation is also found in [5, 43, 44, 59].
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2.3.3 Morphological Watershed Segmentation
The watershed segmentation technique has its origins in the area of mathematical morphology
[56]. The algorithm borrows the idea of visualizing a nD image as a (n+1)D topographical
surface from this field. Much of the work in the literature on watershed segmentation use mor-
phological watersheds. Examples of these are [5, 7, 8, 60]. Beucher and Meyer [8] present
a comprehensive review of the various morphological tools used in relation to watershed seg-
mentation. They start with the simplest case of applying dilation and erosion to calculate the
gradient image, which typically serves as the input to the watershed algorithm. They proceed
to introduce more complex operators used in connection with the algorithm. This includes the
application of geodesic reconstruction [8] to detect the extrema in an image and also to de-
tect watershed lines. Beucher [5] describes the relation between watershed segmentation and
morphological thinning [56].
We briefly discuss two main approaches found in the literature for segmentation using mor-
phological watersheds as follows. The first approach works by iteratively finding the catchment
basins at every elevation of the topographical surface. Let
 
	
be the input edge map. Let
dfe
 g	
be a set of image points such that de
 g	
8ih

	kjS cH	klmn [8]. Thus, de  g	 is a
cross-section of the topographical surface represented by
 cH	
at elevation
m
. Let us flood this
surface by immersion. Assume that the flood has reached the elevation
m
. Flooding of dfepo
Y
 g	
will occur at those pixels which lie in the geodesic zones of influence [8] of the connected com-
ponents of
de
 g	
and the new minima pixels at elevation
mcq
fl . The new minima at elevation
m.q
fl are those which are not at a finite geodesic distance from any of the connected components
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at elevation
m
and they are simply the difference between the sets depo
Y
 g	
, and the geodesic
reconstruction of
dfepo
Y
 g	
by de
 g	
. An iterative technique based on this is used to compute
the watershed segmentation of the image. A mathematical formulation for this iterative algo-
rithm can be found in [8]. The second approach works by finding the watershed points at every
elevation of the surface. Let r
e be the set of watershed points at elevation strictly less than
m
.
Let 
e be a set of image points such that 
e  g	
8Xh
H	*jc 
	tsumn
. Assume that r
e
is
known. The set difference of 
e
and r
e
contains the catchment basins at elevation less than
m
.
For a pixel

	
at elevation
m
, the geodesic distances from the different catchment basins are
computed. If the geodesic distance is the same for two or more basins, then

	
is a watershed
point. Thus, all watershed points at elevation
m
can be computed. This approach also leads to an
iterative method for computing watershed segmentation [7].
2.3.4 Distributed Watershed Segmentation
Some applications entail very large images and it may be impossible to provide the required
amount of memory or computational power on a single computer. Thus arises the need for a
distributed version of the algorithm, in which blocks of the image are segmented individually
and the results are combined to obtain the segmentation of the entire image. Such a distributed
algorithm may also serve to improve the speed of computing watershed segmentation. Dis-
tributed watershed segmentation can be implemented either as a streaming (memory) algorithm
or a parallel algorithm (time). The streaming algorithm would use a single processor while the
parallel type would involve multiple processors. Designing a distributed watershed algorithm is
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a challenging problem because the working of the algorithm is not strictly local. Many solutions
to this problem have been proposed in the past, most of which discuss parallel implementation.
Of these, [41, 42, 45] use immersion simulation and [43, 44] use rainfalling simulation.
2.3.5 Discussion
Implementations of immersion simulation found in the literature that are based on FIFO queues
[8, 66] are fast versions of the watershed algorithm. For instance, Vincent and Soille [66]
propose an initial sorting of pixels and storage of pixel information in queues to enable direct
access to pixels in the gradient image. The watershed segmentation is computed iteratively
until the queue is empty, where at every iteration two main operations are performed. First, the
label of every pixel in the queue is assigned to the non-labeled neighbors of higher elevation
or gray-level and these neighbors are put into the queue. Second, new minima are detected,
labeled and stored. This algorithm does not perform repeated scannings of the image and hence
is efficient in terms of computation speed. However, the first of the two operations discussed
above is highly sequential in nature when compared with the working of rainfalling simulation.
In the case of the rainfalling approach, every pixel can be traced to a minimum independent of
the tracing of other pixels [43] while in the immersion example mentioned above, most pixels
get their labels from a previously labeled neighbor. Hence, a distributed version of immersion
simulation may need storage of a large amount of information. For a parallel implementation,
this also leads to increase in the overhead for communication between processors. For this
work, we have used watershed segmentation by rainfalling simulation to implement an efficient
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distributed version of the algorithm.
Watershed segmentation using rainfalling simulation can be implemented using operators
from morphology or by direct detection of catchment basins and watershed lines. All mor-
phological operations used to compute watershed segmentation can be reduced to a series of
operations on the image with a structuring element. There are two problems associated with
the use of a structuring element — first, they tend to impart their shape to the boundaries in
the image and second, it is important to choose the right shape and size of the structuring el-
ement, which in turn, depend on the application. Moreover, watershed segmentation based on
morphological operators poses the problem of computational complexity. Therefore, we have
used a simple and straightforward implementation of rainfalling simulation by direct detection
[36, 39].
2.4 Strategies to Prevent Oversegmentation
Like many segmentation methods, the watershed algorithm is sensitive to noise. Noise in the
image may lead to false minima, each of which creates a corresponding region in the output.
This results in oversegmentation, which is illustrated in Figures 2.5(a)–(c). Figure 2.5(a) shows
an image with a small amount of noise. The gradient image is shown in Figure 2.5(b). The
result of the watershed algorithm is shown in Figure 2.5(c). In this output, every real region has
been broken down into two or more regions, producing oversegmentation. Therefore, we need a
good strategy to remove the spurious boundaries created due to noise and produce a meaningful
segmentation.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.5: An example of oversegmentation: (a) A noisy image (b) Gradient image (c) Water-
shed result showing oversegmentation
Several methods have been proposed in the literature to reduce the effects of noise. They
include pre-processing techniques such as filtering, thresholding, and extraction of markers, and
post-processing techniques such as region merging and hierarchical segmentation.
2.4.1 Pre-processing Techniques
Filtering
Filtering the original image is a common method that has been used to reduce noise and over-
segmentation in connection with watershed segmentation. The filter used for smoothing can be
linear or non-linear. For instance, Lee et al [34] use linear filtering by Gaussian blurring for
the segmentation of satellite images to extract roads. Examples of work from the literature that
use non-linear smoothing are [27, 49, 58]. De Smet et al [58] propose non-linear filtering by
anisotropic diffusion. Hernandez and Barner [27] suggest median filtering while Ogor et al [49]
use morphological opening and closing [56].
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Thresholding
Thresholding can be applied to the gradient image to combine several irrelevant minima into a
single flat minimum, thus preventing oversegmentation. Figures 2.6(a)–(b) illustrate this. The
gradient function 
	
in Figure 2.6(a) shows how spurious minima — M1,M2,M3,M4 — can
result in too many insignificant segments in the output. The modified gradient
 	
in Figure
2.6(b) shows how thresholding can be used to flatten out the irrelevant minima to create a single
minimum M, thus preventing oversegmentation. The choice of the threshold is crucial to this
approach. A very low threshold may fail to prevent oversegmentation. On the other hand, a
very high threshold may combine two or more real regions into a single region in the output
producing an effect called undersegmentation. In our experience, a good threshold can be easily
chosen for a given application. Examples of use of the thresholding approach are [4, 37]. Baccar
et al [4] use 10% of the maximum gradient value as a threshold that works effectively on their
range images. Li et al [37] propose thresholding of the gradient image to segment Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) images.
Use of Markers
Markers are used to denote significant regions in the image by using the minima corresponding
to these regions alone in the gradient image, which serves as input to the watershed algorithm.
For instance, in the immersion approach, flooding would occur only through the minima indi-
cated by the markers. The user’s high-level knowledge can be applied for selecting or marking
the sources of flooding. In the case of morphological watershed, the markers are obtained from
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Effect of thresholding the gradient: (a) Watershed segmentation of gradient  	
containing irrelevant minima (b) Watershed segmentation of the thresholded gradient  	
the gradient image by a process called homotopy modification [8]. The effect of this process
on the gradient is illustrated in Figure 2.7. The marker function samples out the significant
minima and flattens out the irrelevant minima into plateaus. Instances of the use of markers are
[32, 57]. Shiji and Hamada [57], and Kanai [32] use marker-based watersheds for color image
segmentation.
2.4.2 Post-processing Techniques
Region Merging
Reducing oversegmentation can be posed as a region merging problem. Starting with the result
of the watershed segmentation, regions can be merged based on pre-defined criteria until a
meaningful segmentation is obtained. Related work found in the literature can be classified into
four types based on the criteria used for merging — methods that use features of regions, those
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Figure 2.7: Effect of a marker function on the gradient
that characterize boundaries, those that characterize catchment basins based on the topography,
and those that use a combination of two or more of the above.
Many methods have been proposed in the past that use region merging based on similarity
criteria, which in turn are based on features of regions, like grayscale values, color, texture
etc. Examples of such work are [24, 32]. Kanai [32] uses intensity, color and size information
from regions in his method. Haris et al [24] pose reduction of oversegmentation as a cost-
minimization problem that uses average intensities of regions. Properties of regions in the
watershed result can be used to extract feature vectors and cluster similar regions in a higher-
dimensional feature space [16]. Examples of methods that use saliency measures to characterize
boundaries in the output of the watershed segmentation are [6, 46]. In Beucher’s [6] mosaic
image transform method, the watershed line between two catchment basins is characterized by
the absolute difference between average intensities of the basins. Region merging can also be
based on dynamics of contours of the image [46]. Dynamics of contours refers to a saliency
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measure of contours in the image and was introduced by Najman and Schmitt [46]. Instances of
methods that characterize catchment basins are [35, 36, 55]. The work done by Lemare´chal et
al [35] is based on basin dynamics, which is a saliency measure of the local minima (catchment
basins). Lester [36] uses watershed depth as a saliency measure [36]. Rettmann et al [55]
use a similar measure for the segmentation of cortical sulci. Instances of combination of the
above approaches are [3, 53]. Pratikakis et al [53] propose a saliency measure that is based on
edge strength and region homogeneity. Andrade et al [3] suggest a merging process guided by
watershed depth and area of the regions in the output of the watershed algorithm.
2.4.3 Hierarchical Segmentation
Hierarchical segmentation has been widely used in the past to solve the oversegmentation
problem. The user can select a meaningful segmentation from the hierarchy of regions gen-
erated. This approach also leads to a multi-resolutional watershed segmentation method by
which objects at different scales can be extracted from the image. The methods in the literature
that discuss hierarchical segmentation can be classified under two major categories — those
based on region merging and those that use scale-space representation of images [65]. Most of
the work in the literature on region merging in connection with the watershed algorithm deal
with hierarchical segmentation. Examples of methods that use scale-space representation are
[19, 29, 33, 34, 67]. Jackway [29] suggests convolution of the image with the Gaussian kernel
to create a linear scale-space representation of the original image and application of the water-
shed algorithm at every scale. Gauch [19] proposes the generation of a scale-based hierarchy
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by analyzing the minima at different scales. Kim [33] proposes a slightly modified version of
Gauch’s approach for extraction of roads from satellite images. Wright and Acton [67] use
morphological operators to create a scale-space representation of the input image to produce
multi-resolutional watershed segmentation.
2.4.4 Discussion
Filtering does help in reducing the noise level in an image. However, filtering alone may not
solve the oversegmentation problem for images that are highly noisy and textured. Specifically,
Gaussian blurring and morphological filtering have their own disadvantages. Gaussian blurring
wipes out structures below a particular scale and this may result in the loss of significant in-
formation. This problem can be overcome by the use of edge-preserving non-linear filtering
methods like anisotropic diffusion [51]. Morphological filtering works well only with the right
choice of the structuring element and this depends on the application. Like filtering, threshold-
ing also may not be a good solution to the problem of oversegmentation if used alone but with
a good threshold value, it can serve as a useful pre-processing stage. Unlike filtering or thresh-
olding, the marker-based approach can be used by itself to prevent oversegmentation. Another
advantage of marker-based watershed is that the user can employ his high-level knowledge to
bring out a meaningful segmentation. However, in some cases [6], marker extraction needs the
output of the watershed segmentation and the modified gradient has to be processed again by
the watershed algorithm, thus increasing the computation cost. In addition, marker selection
for complex images may be a tedious process. The difficulty in using region merging schemes
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that use criteria based on region properties is that these techniques are highly dependent on
the nature of the input image. We prefer a region merging algorithm that works closely with
the concepts behind the watershed algorithm itself so that the method would be generic and
can be used on a variety of image types. Such a merging scheme can be one that is based on
characterization of catchment basins or watershed lines.
Even with a good region merging scheme, it may be hard to determine a stopping criterion
that would always produce a meaningful segmentation. Therefore, hierarchical segmentation,
which involves user’s high-level knowledge in choosing a meaningful segmentation, is a more
effective strategy. Of the hierarchical segmentation methods discussed, those based on scale-
space representation may not preserve edges. This includes methods that involve Gaussian
blurring and those that use morphological operators. Thus, a region merging scheme based on
characterization of basins or watershed lines to produce a hierarchy of regions can solve the
oversegmentation problem.
In our work, we have used watershed depth as the saliency measure [36] to characterize
catchment basins. The region merging scheme based on this measure can be visualized as
an immersion of the segmented image in water. At every level in the hierarchy, catchment
basins containing weak edges are merged. This continues until only one region is left, which
is the entire image itself. Thus, a hierarchy of regions is generated and a meaningful segmen-
tation can be chosen from the hierarchy. This method, by itself, serves to solve the problem of
oversegmentation and is also consistent with our goal to produce partially- or fully-automatic
segmentation.
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Chapter 3
Watershed Segmentation
3.1 Introduction
We have implemented semi-automatic hierarchical image segmentation using the watershed al-
gorithm. As a pre-processing step, we filter the original image, and threshold the edge map
to reduce the number of irrelevant minima. We then obtain the watershed segmentation by an
implementation of the rainfalling simulation approach. As a solution to the oversegmentation
problem, we have used a region merging post-processing stage, in which regions in the seg-
mented result are merged based on watershed depth [36]. This step produces hierarchical seg-
mentation and the user can select a meaningful result from the hierarchy of regions generated.
In the rest of this chapter, we present the details of the algorithms and their implementation.
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3.2 Pre-processing Step
We lowpass filter the original image using the Gaussian function to reduce the level of noise.
We use the gradient of the image as the edge map that serves as input to the algorithm. We
compute the gradient image for 2D and 3D, grayscale and color images as described below.
Let  denote the original image and  denote the gradient image. If  is gray-valued, we use
Equation 3.1 to compute  . There are methods in the literature that discuss computation of
gradient of color images. For instance, Zenzo [70] suggests using the magnitude of the gradient
along the direction of maximum change. Finding the gradient of color images, however, is not
a focus of this work. Hence, we have simply used the RMS value of the gradients of the color
components v , w , and x in the

and ^ directions to compute  . This is done by using
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 in Equation 3.1.
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We compute the gradient of a 3D grayscale image using Equation 3.4. To find the gradient
of a 3D color image, we use Equations 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 in Equation 3.4.
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We subject the gradient image  to thresholding. If @ denotes the threshold as a % of the
RMS gradient, we obtain the modified gradient value
 
for every pixel  using Equation 3.8.
 
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	 (3.8)
The thresholding step helps to flatten out irrelevant minima whose gradient values are less
than @ , forming flat regions of value @ . This pre-processing stage is not required but is highly
recommended to reduce the amount of oversegmentation in the output of the watershed algo-
rithm.
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3.3 Watershed Segmentation Algorithm
We have implemented watershed segmentation using rainfalling simulation [36, 39]. To de-
scribe our implementation, we first define terms that are required to understand the working of
the algorithm. We then discuss in detail our discrete implementation of watershed segmentation
by rainfalling simulation.
3.3.1 Definitions
Depending on the values of its neighbors, every pixel on the topographical surface could be a
single-pixel minimum or part of a flat region. We define these as follows.
Single-Pixel Minimum
A pixel whose value is strictly less than the value at all neighboring pixels is a single-pixel
minimum. By neighboring pixels, we refer to the 8-neighbors of a pixel in 2D and 26-neighbors
in 3D [20]. For instance, in Figure 3.1(a),  is a single-pixel minimum.
Flat Region
A pixel is said to be part of a flat region if its value is equal to the value of at least one of its
neighboring pixels. Flat regions can be classified into three types, namely, flat maxima, flat
plateaus, and flat minima. If the values of pixels in the neighborhood of a flat region are strictly
less than the values inside the flat region, the flat region is called a flat maximum. If the values
of pixels in the neighborhood of a flat region are strictly greater than the values inside the region,
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Figure 3.1: Classification of pixels on the topographical surface: (a) Single-pixel minimum (b)
Types of flat regions
the flat region is termed a flat minimum. If the values of pixels in the neighborhood are such
that some are greater than and some are less than the values inside the region, the flat region is
a flat plateau. These three types are illustrated in Figure 3.1(b).
3.3.2 Rainfalling Simulation Algorithm
Watershed segmentation by rainfalling simulation is obtained using the following two major
steps:
Searching
We construct a one-pixel wide wall around the surface and set the height of this wall to a value
higher than the maximum value in the image. This step is only for programming convenience.
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It does not overwrite on the image and does not prevent the detection of minima along the
boundary. In a single width-first scan of the image, we detect and label single-pixel minima and
flat regions, and also find the pixel with the least value along the boundary of each of the flat
regions Y . In finding the boundary minimum of a flat region, we may come across more than
one boundary pixel with the same value. In such a case, we choose to use the minimum that is
detected first while scanning the image. At the end of this step, the single-pixel minima and flat
regions in the image carry unique labels.
Tracing
In the tracing step, we first trace the non-minimum and non-flat pixels to their respective minima
using the path of steepest descent. For such a pixel  , we start tracing by finding the minimum
of  in its 8-neighborhood (26-neighborhood in 3D). In this process, we may come across more
than one pixel in the the neighborhood of  carrying the same value. If the equal-valued pixels
are connected, then we have reached a flat region (plateau or minimum) and we terminate the
tracing of  at the flat region. If the equal-valued pixels are not connected, then we use the
one which is detected first. We then move to the minimum in the 8-neighborhood of  and
continue this tracing as described above until a single-pixel minimum or flat region is reached.
We label all the pixels along this path of steepest descent using the label of the single-pixel
minimum or flat region where the tracing ends. Similarly, we trace flat maxima and plateaus
to their respective minima. For each of the flat maxima and plateaus, we begin the tracing at
the boundary minimum pixel. Here again, in each trace, we assign the label of the single-pixel
Z
Henceforth, we refer to the minimum along the boundary of a region as boundary minimum.
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minimum or flat region reached to all the pixels along the path of steepest descent. We then
adjust the labels in the image so that the labels range from 2 to fl where  is the number of
regions in the segmented output. At the end of this step, every segment in the image is labeled
with a unique number.
3.4 Hierarchical Segmentation by Region Merging
The watershed algorithm typically produces oversegmentation in the presence of noise. We
propose hierarchical segmentation by region merging as a solution to the oversegmentation
problem. The region merging algorithm is based on characterization of the catchment basins
in the output of the watershed algorithm using watershed depth [36]. For a given region in the
segmented result, watershed depth is defined as the difference in value between the boundary
minimum of the region and the local minimum of the region. For instance, consider the depth

shown in Figure 3.2. This measure can be used to continuously merge regions, until all
the regions are merged into one, thus producing a hierarchy. Based on the way in which the
watershed depth measure is used for merging, the region merging scheme can be classified into
two types — implicit region merging and seeded region merging.
3.4.1 Implicit Region Merging
The process of implicit region merging can be visualized as an immersion of the segmented
image in water in such a way that every region is flooded simultaneously. Shallow regions
merge first followed by deeper ones until all the regions are merged into a single region. The
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Figure 3.2: Watershed depth of a region.
concept of implicit region merging is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3(a) shows the segments
in the output of the watershed algorithm and the initial watershed depth for each region. The
region with the lowest watershed depth of 4 has weak edges compared to the other regions in the
image and hence may have been created by an irrelevant minimum. Therefore, it is merged with
the neighbor corresponding to the watershed depth, forming a new region. Here, a 
m
JE' of
a region  refers to a set of pixels which form a region in the result of watershed segmentation
and are spatially adjacent to  . The watershed depth measure is updated for this new region
and its neighbors. The result of this is the image shown in Figure 3.3(b). The region with the
lowest watershed depth of 5 in this image is merged with its corresponding neighbor. The above
process occurs iteratively until all the regions are merged. The hierarchy of regions generated
is shown in Figure 3.3. Thus, implicit merging automatically produces a hierarchy of regions
based on watershed depth.
Consider the set of regions ff8uh
Y

GGG

v
n
in the result of the watershed algorithm. Let
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Figure 3.3: Implicit region merging
the set of neighbors of a region  e be  e 8Wh e
Y

GGG


e
6-
n
. Let  
e¡ ¢ denote the difference
between the minimum of region  e along the boundary with  e ¢ , and the local minimum of  e .
Let  
e
8i 
e £ denote the watershed depth of 
e
and  e £ denote the corresponding neighbor,
where   e £ 8 min h 
e
Y

GGG

 
e
6.
n
. Let  denote the number of regions in the image. The
implicit merging algorithm is as follows.
1. Initialize X8R .
2. Find the region  e for which the value of   e is the smallest.
3. Merge  e with  e £ and update the boundary minima of  eM¤  e £ and its neighbors, and the
local minimum of 
e7¤

e £
. Decrement  by 1.
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4. If ¥8fffl , the merging is complete. If not, go to step 5.
5. Recompute   e for the regions. Go to step 2.
The result of the above algorithm is a hierarchy of regions. The lowest level in the hierarchy
contains the regions from the result of watershed segmentation and the highest level contains
one region which is the entire image itself. Typically, merging of two neighboring regions at
one level corresponds to the next higher level in the hierarchy. However, at any level in the
above merging process, we may come across more than one region with the smallest value of
watershed depth. In this case, the merging of these regions with their corresponding neighbors
will occur simultaneously.
3.4.2 Seeded Region Merging
In the case of seeded region merging, the seed region which initiates the merging is chosen by
the user. The concept of seeded region merging is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4(a) shows
the regions from the result of watershed segmentation and the initial watershed depths of these
regions. The region in Figure 3.4(a) with initial watershed depth of 5 is chosen as the seed. This
seed region is merged with the neighbor corresponding to the watershed depth forming a new
region. The watershed depth of this new region is updated. We again merge this new region
with the neighbor corresponding to the watershed depth. The above occurs iteratively until the
seed is merged with all other regions in the image. The hierarchy generated is shown in Figure
3.4. The hierarchy produced by seeded region merging represents a growing of the seed from
the watershed result.
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Figure 3.4: Seeded region merging
Seeded region merging is different from implicit region merging in that, in the implicit case,
the seed is implicit and at every level of merging, it is the region with the lowest watershed
depth. In seeded merging, the seed at every level is the same and is the region chosen by the
user. Therefore, the hierarchy of regions generated by seeded merging may be different from
the one generated by implicit merging. For instance, compare the hierarchies in Figures 3.3 and
3.4.
Consider the seed region ¦ chosen by the user. Let the set of its neighbors be t¦8
h
¦

Y

GGG


¦

6-§
n
. Let 
¦
 ¢ be the minimum of region 
¦
along the boundary with 
¦
 ¢
. Note that
the neighbor corresponding to the watershed depth of 
¦
is the one corresponding to the smallest
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value of 
¦
 ¢
. Let the smallest of the boundary minima be 
¦
 £
8 min h 
¦

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
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

¦

6-§
n
and let

¦
 £ be the corresponding neighbor. Let  denote the number of regions in the image. The
seeded merging algorithm is as follows.
1. Initialize X8R .
2. Find the neighbor 
¦
 £
corresponding to the smallest value 
¦
 £
.
3. Merge 
¦
 £
with  ¦ and update the boundary minima of 
¦
 £ ¤

¦ . This step results in a
new set of  ¦
 ¢
values. Decrement  by 1.
4. If ¥8fffl , then the merging is complete. If not, go to step 2.
The result of this merging, again, is a hierarchy of regions. The lowest level in the hierarchy
contains the regions in the result of the watershed algorithm and the highest level contains a
single region, which is the entire image. At any level in the hierarchy, merging of the seed
region  ¦ with the neighbor 
¦
 £
corresponding to its watershed depth produces the next higher
level in the hierarchy. However, we may come across more than one neighbor 
¦
 £ for the same
value of watershed depth. In such a case, all these neighbors are merged with ¦ simultaneously.
3.5 Watershed Segmentation Tool
We have developed a graphical user interface (GUI) for ease in viewing the hierarchy. We
have interfaced the programs that implement watershed segmentation and the region merging
algorithms with windowing functions in the toolkit FLTK [63]. Figure 3.5 shows a snapshot of
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the tool for 2D images. The functions available in the user interface for 2D images are described
below.
1. Input image: This reads in a gray-valued or color image in 2D from file and displays it.
2. Gradient: This computes the gradient of grayscale and color images using derivative
functions in VISPack as discussed in Section 3.2.
3. WS: This filters the image, lets the user select an appropriate threshold for the gradient
image and computes the watershed segmentation. The gauss function in VISPack has
been used for filtering. The default threshold is equal to 10% of the RMS value in the
gradient image. A grayscale-to-color mapping function has been used to show different
segments in the output using different colors.
4. Merge: Merging can be done using one of the two methods described earlier. Both the
merging algorithms use the heap sort technique. The hierarchy of regions can be viewed
and the image at any level in the hierarchy can be saved to a file.
5. WriteHR: This saves the entire hierarchy to two files. The result of watershed segmenta-
tion is saved in a .ws file and the list of region pairs merged at every level in the hierarchy
is stored in a .hr file. The entire hierarchy can be reconstructed using these two files.
6. ReadHR: This allows the user to read in and view a hierarchy which has been saved as a
combination of the .ws and .hr files.
We have also extended the user interface for 3D images. Figure 3.6 shows a snapshot of the
tool for 3D images. The additional features available are:
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1. Load: This reads in a set of slices in 3D from files and displays them.
2. Gradient: This computes the gradient of 3D grayscale and color images as discussed in
Section 3.2.
Figure 3.5: Snapshot of the user interface for 2D images
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Figure 3.6: Snapshot of the user interface extended for 3D images
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Chapter 4
Streaming Algorithm
4.1 Introduction
In some applications, the amount of data to be segmented may be so large that it is difficult
to provide the required amount of memory on a single computer. Thus, the need arises for a
distributed implementation of the segmentation algorithm. The distributed algorithm can be
implemented either as a streaming algorithm or as a parallel algorithm. In a distributed segmen-
tation scheme, the image is divided into blocks and the segmentation of each block is computed
individually. The result of segmentation from the blocks are then used to produce the segmen-
tation of the entire image. In the case of a streaming algorithm, all of the blocks are processed
by a single processor while in a parallel algorithm, blocks are processed by multiple processors.
Designing a distributed version of the watershed algorithm is a challenging problem because
the searching and tracing steps described in Section 3.3 cannot be completed for any one block
due to the lack of information about the neighbors of the border pixels of the blocks. Most of
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the work in the literature that discusses distributed versions of the watershed algorithm deals
with parallel implementation. Examples of such work are [42, 43, 45]. Moga et al [42] pro-
pose a parallel implementation based on Meyer’s immersion algorithm [8]. They divide the
image into blocks with overlap and distribute them to different processors. One master proces-
sor supervises the communication among other processors. In their approach, the pixels in each
block are first classified as minima and non-minima. The processors then communicate with
one another to compare this local classification in each block and reclassify pixels as minima
and non-minima. The minima in each block are then labeled. The processors communicate
again to make sure that the same set of pixels classified as minima are assigned the same label
in different blocks. Flooding is done within each block followed by communication among the
adjacent processors to continue the flooding across the boundaries. Moga et al [43] propose a
parallel algorithm based on rainfalling simulation. In rainfalling simulation, the tracing of ev-
ery pixel using the steepest descent path to a minimum can be done independent of the tracing
of other pixels. Hence they have described this approach as being better suited for distributed
implementation than the immersion approach. Here again, the image is divided into blocks with
overlapping borders. Labeling and tracing of pixels occur within each block. The blocks are
then allowed to communicate iteratively to exchange labels until there are no unresolved paths.
Moga et al [45] pose the problem of distributed computation of watershed segmentation as a
connected-component labeling problem and have implemented a parallel algorithm based on
the immersion approach. They propose the use of local connectivity graphs of labels to keep
track of connected components (split flat regions and steepest descent paths) in adjacent blocks.
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A master processor then combines these local graphs to produce a global graph from which the
final segmentation is generated.
The above-mentioned work relies on iterative communication among adjacent blocks to
obtain the final watershed segmentation. In our work, we have designed and tested a streaming
algorithm based on rainfalling simulation which produces watershed segmentation without the
need to iterate. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss the details of this streaming algorithm and
the extensibility of the algorithm to efficient parallel implementations.
4.2 Details of the Streaming Algorithm
In the streaming algorithm, blocks of the image are segmented individually by a single processor
and the results from the blocks are used to obtain the segmentation of the entire image. Problems
arise while computing the watershed segmentation of each block because the searching and
tracing steps described in Section 3.3 cannot be completed locally within a block. Two major
problems are as follows:
1. Incorrect identification of the topography of border pixels in a block: The splitting of the
image may result in incorrect identification of the nature of the topographical surface at
the border pixels of the blocks. For instance, consider pixel  in Figures 4.1(a)–(b). 
in the image in Figure 4.1(a) is not a single-pixel minimum. However, when the image is
split into two and segmented individually,  will be classified as a single-pixel minimum
in block 1 as in Figure 4.1(b). This is because complete information about the neighbors
of  is not available in block 1. Hence steepest descent paths that trace to  will be
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Figure 4.1: An example of incorrect identification of a border pixel due to splitting: (a)  as
non-minimum pixel in the image (b)  as a single-pixel minimum in block 1
incomplete. Yet another instance of this problem is the mis-classification of a flat plateau
as a flat maximum or minimum within a block.
2. Splitting of flat regions along the border in a block: Flat regions may be split into two or
more sub-regions in different blocks. This may occur if segments Y in one block re-enter
the same block or other blocks [45]. Figure 4.2(a) shows an example of a re-entering
segment. Splitting of flat regions causes the region to have different boundary minima in
the different blocks. A simple example is illustrated in Figure 4.2(b). Consider the flat
region with value 4 in Figure 4.2(b). This has been split into three sub-regions in blocks
1, 2, and 4. The sub-region in block 1 appears to be a flat basin. The sub-region in block 2
has a boundary minimum at ff892 . The sub-region in block 4 has a boundary minimum
at ¨©8Uffi . We know that the tracing of flat regions begins at the boundary minimum
Z
In the rest of this chapter, we will use the term regions to refer only to flat regions on the topographical surface.
We will use the term segments to refer to segments as in the result of watershed segmentation.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of the problem of split flat regions: (a) Example of a re-entering segment
(b) Example of a split flat region
pixel. Hence, for this example, the same flat region will be traced to different minima
in blocks 1, 2, and 4. To prevent this, it is important to identify the equivalence of these
sub-regions and compare the local boundary minima to identify  as the correct global
boundary minimum of the flat region.
Both the problems discussed above affect the tracing of pixels to the correct minima. This
results in the assignment of incorrect labels to pixels, and hence in an incorrect segmentation.
Consider the 1D steepest descent path shown in Figure 4.3(a). The path consists of the pixels
h

Y

GGG
<ª'n
. Let  be the label of
E«
and ¨ be the label of
ª
. In the figure, all the pixels trace
to
ª
and hence get the label ¨ . It is important to understand that wherever the tracing begins
in this path, the minimum reached is the same, and is the pixel
ª
. If the path h

Y

GGG
ª'n
is
split into two parts with pixel
E«
occurring at the border of the parts, two steepest descent paths
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are obtained — one that consists of h

Y

~
<«.n
, which get label  , and another that consists
of h
E¬!
GGG
<ª'n
, which get label ¨ . To connect these two paths, we only have to identify that
E«
traces to the minimum
E¬
in its neighborhood, and hence labels  and ¨ are equivalent. To
achieve this, we split the path in such a way that pixels
<«
and
E¬
are present in both parts. In
the first part, we trace

Y
and

~
to
E«
, and assign them the label  . In the second, we trace
h
 ¬ <­-E®'n
to
 ª
and assign them the label ¨ . In both parts, we do not begin any tracing at
 «
because it is a border pixel. We simply note that
 ¬
is the minimum in the neighborhood of
 «
in the two parts. This information can be used to complete the tracing that stopped at the border
pixel
<«
. In this process, we assign the label of
S¬
, which is ¨ , to
E«
and all the pixels traced
to
E«
. It is clear that to continue the tracing which stopped at the border pixel
E«
, we only need
the local minimum in the neighborhood of
E«
in both parts.
The above involves a 1D path split across two blocks. However, this idea can be extended
to the case of 2D (and 3D), and splitting across multiple blocks. Consider a specific example
of a 2D steepest descent path shown in the image in Figure 4.4(a). We split the image into two
blocks as in Figure 4.4(b). The flat region of value 1 is split into two sub-regions, causing the
steepest descent path also to split into two and hence the tracing to be incomplete. To solve
this problem, we split the blocks in such a way that the two blocks have an overlap of two
columns. This is shown in Figure 4.4(c). We note that the sub-region in block 1 is itself a
minimum and hence store the value 1 as its boundary minimum. We also note that the sub-
region in block 2 has a boundary minimum of 0. By comparing the boundary minima in the
two blocks, we identify that the flat region of value 1 is not a minimum as classified in block
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Figure 4.3: Splitting of a 1D steepest descent path
1, but that it traces to the minimum 0 in block 2. Therefore, the correct label of the path in
block 1 is the label of the path in block 2. Note that the path in either block is a steepest descent
path and it is sufficient to compare the boundary minima of the sub-regions in the two blocks
to solve the problem of incomplete tracing. This fact can be exploited in computing distributed
watershed segmentation without the need for iterative communication among adjacent blocks.
In generating the watershed segmentation of each block, the steepest descent paths can be made
to stop at the border pixels of the blocks. Splitting of the blocks can be done as shown in the
Figure 4.4(c). The boundary minima of the border pixels can be stored for each block and they
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Figure 4.4: Example of splitting of a 2D steepest descent path
can be used to complete the tracing that was stopped at the borders of the blocks. We have
designed a streaming algorithm to test this approach. This algorithm works in three stages. In
the first stage, we compute the watershed segmentation of each block separately by a modified
watershed algorithm. In the second stage, we process adjacent blocks, pairwise, to exchange
boundary minima information about the border pixels. Using the result of this stage, we re-label
pixels in the blocks in the third stage. At the end of these three stages, we can simply combine
the segmentation of the blocks to get the segmentation of the whole image. The details of the
implementation used for testing are as follows:
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¯ Stage 1:
1. We assume that the pre-processing steps, namely, filtering and thresholding have
been completed and the resulting edge map is the input to the algorithm.
2. We divide the input image into blocks such that the matrix of these blocks is of size
°
"}± . Depending on the row positions in the matrix, we assign the blocks row types

,

, and

which denote first, middle, and last respectively. Similarly, depending
on the column positions in the matrix, we assign the blocks column types

,

, and

. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The division into blocks is such that every pair
of adjacent blocks have two columns (or two rows) overlapping. Consider Figure
4.6(a). The division of this image into 9 blocks with overlap is shown in Figure
4.6(b). Note that in this case, ° 8>±u89, .
3. We compute the watershed segmentation of each block using a modified watershed
algorithm, discussed as follows:
(a) We complete the searching step as discussed in Section 3.3.
(b) Depending on the row and column types of the block, we store the boundary
minima of selected border pixels. The boundary minimum for a non-flat, non-
minimum pixel, refers to the minimum in its 8-neighborhood. The boundary
minimum for a pixel or flat region which is a minimum inside the block would
be the pixel or flat region itself. Let  be the number of rows in a block and
² be the number of columns. The rows and columns for which the boundary
minima are stored, depending on the row and column types of the block, are
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Figure 4.5: Division of the image into blocks with overlap
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Figure 4.6: An example to illustrate overlap among adjacent blocks: (a) Original image (b)
Splitting of the image into blocks with overlap
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Figure 4.7: Boundary minima are stored for (a) Pixels in the shaded rows based on the row type
and (b) Pixels in the shaded columns based on the column type. (c) Example of blocks of (Row
type,Column type) equal to 	 and ff	
shown in Figures 4.7(a)–(b). Specific examples of blocks of type ³	 and
Off	
are shown in Figure 4.7(c).
(c) Depending on the row and column types of the blocks, we mark selected pixels
along the border using negative labels, as shown in Figures 4.8(a)–(b). Mark-
ing with negative pixels is done to indicate that these pixels are unknown. This
means that enough information about the neighbors of these pixels is not avail-
able to complete the next (tracing) step. An example block of type ´N	 is
shown in Figure 4.8(c). In this figure,   is a single-pixel minimum and   is a
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flat region detected during the searching step. The other pixels are non-minima
and non-flat pixels. For this block, we mark pixels in the shaded area as un-
knowns using unique negative numbers. The pixel at location

ffi

,
	
is also
unknown because it is part of the flat region of value
 
that spreads across rows
3 and 4, and columns 4 and 5. Note that the two-pixel wide overlap is useful in
keeping track of split flat regions.
(d) In the tracing step, we trace all pixels except the ones marked unknown. If a
steepest descent path leads to an unknown, the tracing stops there. No tracing
begins at any unknown pixel.
4. We compute the segmentation of all the blocks in the manner described above. We
adjust the labels in the watershed result of all the blocks such that no two blocks use
the same label.
¯ Stage 2:
1. We then process adjacent blocks, pairwise, to exchange boundary minima of pix-
els and solve the problem of incomplete tracing at the border of the blocks. For
instance, pairwise processing of blocks for the example in Figure 4.6 is done as
shown in Figure 4.9.
2. For each pair of adjacent blocks, we handle the unknown border pixels as follows.
Consider the blocks µ and  shown in Figure 4.10. µ
Y
and µ
~
denote the last two
columns in µ , and 
Y
and 
~
denote the first two columns in  . Note that the pixels in
µ
Y
and µ
~
are the same as those in 
Y
and 
~
respectively, and that they are unknown
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Figure 4.8: Marking pixels as unknown based on row and column types of blocks: (a) Pixels
and flat regions spread over shaded rows are unknown. (b) Pixels and flat regions spread over
shaded columns are unknown. (c) Example of a block of (Row type,Column type) equal to
N	
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Block 1 Block 2 Block 3
Block 4 Block 5 Block 6
Block 7 Block 8 Block 9
Figure 4.9: Pairwise processing of adjacent blocks for the example in Figure 4.6
pixels. Consider one such pixel ·¶ in µ and c¸ in  . Let
}¹-º
and
»¹!¼
be the labels
of ·¶ and ·¸ respectively. Let  
Y
be the boundary minimum of ·¶ and
}½
Z be its
label. Let  
~
be the boundary minimum of ·¸ and
}½¾
be its label. Let us refer to
the occurrence of ·¶ (or ·¸ ) in the original image as  . Let the label of  be }¹
and its boundary minimum be   . We process pixels ·¶ and ·¸ as described below:
(a) We first map the labels of  ¶ and ·¸ equivalent. This is done by storing the
pair
»¹-ºC}¹!¼	
in a map of equivalent labels called

.
(b) We then compare the minima  
Y
and  
~
to solve the incomplete tracing prob-
lem at the borders of blocks µ and  . There are four cases to be considered
based on the minima  
Y
,  
~
, and   .
i.  
Y
8> 
~
,  
Y
l
  , and  
Y
lies in µ
~
: This means that tracing from pixel
 continues in the block  . Therefore,
»¹
8
¿½³¾
and  À8> 
~
.
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Figure 4.10: Processing of two adjacent blocks
ii.  
Y
8V 
~
,  
Y
l
  , and  
Y
does not lie in µ
~
: This could mean that the
boundary minimum of  ¶ and c¸ is the same and lies in µ
Y
(or 
Y
). For
this, we can make the assignments
»¹
8
¿½
Z and  Á8L 
Y
. This case
could also mean that there are two different boundary minima with the
same value. Note, however, that such cases are genuine ambiguities in the
data and can also arise in the serial watershed algorithm. In our algorithm,
we choose to make the assignments
}¹
8
}½
Z and  À8> 
Y
.
iii.  
Y
s
 
~
and  
Y
l
  : This indicates the tracing from  continues in
block µ . Therefore,
}¹
8
}½
Z and  À8> 
Y
.
iv.  
~
s
 
Y
and  
~
l
  : This indicates the tracing from  continues in
block  . Therefore,
}¹
8
}½
¾
and  À8R 
~
.
The above processing scheme has two advantages. First, it serves to identify the
equivalence of occurrences of the same pixel  in different blocks by storing the
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equivalence of their labels. This helps to detect the equivalence of shared flat re-
gions and re-entering segments. Second, pairwise processing of adjacent blocks for
comparison of boundary minima helps to locate the actual boundary minimum of
 , which will be the same as the one detected by the serial watershed algorithm.
3. We process all the pairs of adjacent blocks using the scheme described above.
¯ Stage 3:
From the result of Stage 2, we know the label of the correct minima of the unknown pixels.
We add this information to the map

. This is done by storing the label of one of the
occurrences of every unknown pixel, and the label of the correct minimum as equivalent.
For instance, consider a pixel  in the original image that occurs as the border pixel c¶ in
one block, c¸ in a second block, and cÂ in a third block. For this pixel  , it is sufficient
to store the pair

¹
º)
¹
	
in

. We then use

to derive a lookup table

which gives
the final label for every unknown pixel. Let tÃ be the size of

and the   th element in

be of the form

µ
½F

½k	
. We use the following procedure to generate

.
for
m
= 1 to tÃ
if
ÅÄ
µ
½Æ
is not set and µ
½
is unknown
ÅÄ
µ
½
ÆÇ
µ
½
if
ÅÄ

½
Æ
is not set and 
½
is unknown
ÅÄ

½
ÆÇ

½
µ
Ç
ÈÄ
µ
½
Æ
; 
Ç
ÅÄ

½
Æ
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if µ is equal to 
continue with the next element in

for every É in

if
ÅÄ
É
Æ
equals µ
ÈÄ
É
ÆÇ

We use the table

to re-label the unknown pixels in the blocks. At the end of this step,
each block represents a portion of the segmentation of the entire image. Therefore, the
blocks can be simply put together to obtain the watershed segmentation of the entire
image.
4.3 Proof of Correctness
In the streaming algorithm described above, every pair of adjacent blocks is processed only
once. This is consistent with the general concept discussed earlier in this chapter, that dis-
tributed computation of watershed segmentation can be achieved without iterative communica-
tion among adjacent blocks. To show this, we first discuss some properties of the streaming
algorithm as follows:
1. The tracing of pixels within a block is complete except at the border. There are two kinds
of pixels in the watershed result of a block, namely, unknown and known. As discussed
earlier, pixels may be traced to unknown pixels but no tracing begins at these pixels. The
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known pixels are those that trace to local minima within the block. The watershed result
of each block is incomplete because the tracing is stopped at the unknown pixels.
2. A pixel can be considered as a flat region of size 1. Hence, we refer to pixels as flat regions
or simply regions. To start tracing at a region, we need to find the boundary minimum
of the region. Consider one such region. In the serial watershed algorithm, tracing for
this region would begin at the boundary minimum. Splitting of the image into blocks
causes the region to have different boundary minima in different blocks. It is necessary to
compare the local boundary minima in the blocks to obtain the global boundary minimum
and hence the correct steepest path out of this region. In our streaming algorithm, this is
achieved through pairwise processing of adjacent blocks.
3. The final segmentation result could contain unknown labels also. The presence of un-
known labels does not mean that the segmentation is incorrect or incomplete. Unknown
labels in the final segmentation are caused by minima which occur along the border of
the blocks. A simple example of this case is shown in the Figure 4.11. The pixel with
value 3 is traced to the pixel 0, which is a minimum pixel carrying an unknown label.
We can prove that the streaming algorithm produces the same result as the serial watershed
algorithm by method of induction. Consider  in Figure 4.12. In this figure,  is traced to
a minimum

within the block. We know that the paths within a block are steepest descent
paths.

is not along the border and therefore, the tracing of  to

is correct. Consider the
case in Figure 4.13. Here,  is traced to a minimum

in an adjacent block. The paths within
the blocks are steepest descent paths. Therefore, the tracing of  to

will be correct if the
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6 5 3 3
5 4 2 1
5 3 0 0
5 4 2 2
7 6 4 3
3 3 4 5
2 1 2 4
0 0 0 5
2 2 4 5
4 3 5 6
Figure 4.11: The pixel with value 3 traces to the minimum 0 carrying an unknown label.
Figure 4.12: Proof — Minimum within the block
Figure 4.13: Proof — Minimum in an adjacent block
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Figure 4.14: Proof — Minimum several blocks away
path tÊ
Y
, that starts from  and ends in Ê
Y
is connected with the correct path in the other
block. We know that the streaming algorithm uses the boundary minimum of Ê
Y
to continue its
tracing. Hence, the two steepest descent paths, tÊ
Y
and Ê
Y

connected through the boundary
minimum of Ê
Y
form a single steepest descent path. Thus, the tracing of  to

is correct.
Consider the case in Figure 4.14 where  is traced to a minimum

several blocks away.
From the previous two cases, we know that paths tÊ
Y
and tÊ
Y
Ê
~
are steepest descent paths.
Then by induction, tÊ
Y
Ê
~
Ê
«
is also a steepest descent path. Proceeding thus, the different
paths connected through the boundary minima of Ê
Y

Ê
~

GËGËG

Ê·6 form a single steepest descent
path tÊ
Y
Ê
~
GËGËGÌÊc6

. Hence, in this case also, the tracing of  to

is correct. Thus, our
streaming algorithm produces the same result as the serial watershed segmentation without
iterative processing of adjacent blocks.
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4.4 Parallel Implementation
An efficient parallel algorithm can be implemented using the above described streaming algo-
rithm and a binary-tree-like reduction method. We use the example in Figures 4.15 and 4.16
to describe the binary reduction scheme. Figure 4.15(a) shows the division of the image into
a matrix of blocks of size ,0"Í& . Let Î eÏ¢ denote a block in the
m
th row and Ð th column of this
matrix. The pairwise processing method described in Section 4.2 can be used as a scheme for
communication among pairs of adjacent blocks. This can be combined with a binary reduction
of columns of blocks, followed by reduction of rows. The reduction of columns is illustrated
in Figures 4.15(a)–(c). Along row 1, block Î
YY
communicates with block Î
Y
~
, and block Î
Y
«
communicates with block Î
Y
¬
. In the next step, the combination of blocks Î
YY
and Î
Y
~
com-
municates with the combination of Î
Y
«
and Î
Y
¬
, resulting in a single block along row 1. This
occurs for all other rows until each row has a single block as in Figure 4.15(c). Thus, binary
reduction of columns is complete. Binary reduction of rows occurs in a similar way and this
is shown in Figures 4.16(a)–(b). In general, let the size of the matrix of the blocks be ° "+± ,
where
°
is the number of rows, and ± is the number of columns. Consider the implementation
of the above binary reduction scheme on a single processor. The cost of completing the reduc-
tion of columns for each row is ±Ñ9fl . The cost for
°
such rows is
°

±K9fl
	
. The cost of
completing the reduction of rows is ° Tfl . Therefore, the total cost for communication among
blocks is °

±fffl
	gq
°
flÅÒ9Ó

°
±
	
. If
°
89±Q89 , this is ÒÓ


~
	
.
Consider Figure 4.15(a) again. In row 1, the communication between Î
YY
and Î
Y
~
, and
Î
Y
«
and Î
Y
¬
can occur at the same time, and simultaneously as the communication between
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B11 B12+ B13 B14+
B21 B22+ B23 B24+
B31 B32+ B33 B34+
(a)
(b)
B11 B12+ B13
B14++
B21 B22+ B23 B24++
B31 B32+ B33
B34++
(c)
B11 B13 B14B12
B31 B32 B33 B34
B21 B22 B23 B24
Figure 4.15: Binary reduction of columns
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(a)
B31 B32+ B33
B34++
+B11 B12+ B13
B14++
B21 B22+ B23 B24++
(b)
B31 B32+ B33
B34++
B11 B12+ B13
B14++
B21 B22+ B23 B24++
Figure 4.16: Binary reduction of rows
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Î~
Y
and Î
~~
, Î
~
«
and Î
~
¬
, Î
«
Y
and Î
«
~
, Î
««
and Î
«A¬
. Similarly the communication between
blocks shown in Figure 4.15(b) can also occur simultaneously. This holds for reduction of
rows too. Thus, the binary reduction scheme can be implemented as a parallel algorithm. For
the example under consideration, this is illustrated in the Figure 4.17. If ° "Ô± is the size
of the matrix of the blocks, the cost of completing the reduction of columns for a single row
is ÕËÖ!×
~
± . The cost for
°
such rows is
°
ÕËÖ!×
~
± . The cost of completing the reduction of
rows is ÕËÖ!×
~
°
. The total cost for communication among blocks is ° ÕËÖ!×
~
±
q
ÕËÖ!×
~
°
. If
°
8P±Ø8O , this is ÒVÓ

PÕpÖ!×»
	
. The cost in this case is much less than in the earlier case
where a single processor is used. Thus an efficient parallel implementation can be achieved
using a combination of the streaming algorithm and the binary reduction method.
4.5 Cost of Generating the Lookup Table
The cost of computation includes the cost of computing the watershed segmentation on all pro-
cessors, the overhead for communication among block pairs, the cost of generating the lookup
table

, and the cost of re-labeling pixels in the blocks. The cost of computing the watershed
segmentation and the cost of the final re-labeling step are both proportional to the size of the
image. The communication overhead depends on the size of the matrix of blocks, as discussed
in Section 4.4. In this section, we analyze the cost of generating the lookup table

.
Let  Ã be the size of the map

and *Ù , the number of unknowns, be the size of the
lookup table

. Consider a 2D image of size ©"3 , which is divided into a matrix of blocks
of size
°
"t± . The worst case of 
Ù
of occurs when every border pixel gets a unique unknown
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Figure 4.17: Parallel implementation of the binary reduction scheme
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label. Considering the overlap of the blocks, we can show that  Ù 89ffi-
ÄË
°
Ífl
	)qÚ
±T+fl
	 Æ q
&

°
Nfl
	
±+Nfl
	
. For constant
°
and ± , we can reduce this expression to the form  Ù 8RÛ
Y

q
Û
~
where Û
Y
and Û
~
are constants. Therefore,  Ù is Ò9Ó


	
. fiÃ is the sum of NÜ , the number
of pairs of equivalent labels and fiÝ , the number of entries of the correct minimum for each set
of equivalent unknowns. We can show that the NÜ89
ÄË
°
Þfl
	.q1
±ßÞfl
	 Æ q
&

°
Þfl
	
±ÔÞfl
	
.
The value of  Ý depends on the nature of the input edge map. In the worst case, when every
border pixel gets a unique unknown label,  Ý 8ff
ÄË
°
>fl
	·qP
±uàfl
	 Æ qP
°
àfl
	
±Ñàfl
	
.
Adding and simplifying, we can show that tÃ is of the form fiÃá8âÛ
Y

q
Û
«
where Û
«
is
another constant. Therefore, tÃ is ÒÓ


Ù
	
. Therefore, the worst case cost of generating the
lookup table is 8OÓ

fiÃD
Ù
	
ÒOÓ


~
Ù
	
ÒOÓ


~
	
. For a 2D input image, the unknown pixels
are in 1D. For a nD image, the unknown pixels will be in (n-1)D. Therefore, for a a nD image,
which is of length  along each dimension, the cost is Ó


~ã
6)ä
Yå
	
.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Watershed Algorithm — Testing
We begin by verifying the implementation of the 2D watershed algorithm with some simple test
images. Figure 5.1(a) shows a 2D sine image of size flffi! æ"Ôflffi! that we have used directly as
the gradient input to the watershed algorithm. This image,
 m
Ð
	
, is calculated using Equation
5.1.
 m
Ð
	
89(fçèpé
z·ê
m
ffi-2
|
çèpé
zê
Ð
ffi-2
| (5.1)
The pixels in the sine image
 
represent a topographical surface that contains flat plateaus,
single-pixel minima, single-pixel maxima, and other non-minima pixels. The image serves
to verify that the watershed algorithm detects and traces such pixels correctly. The resulting
segmentation is shown in 5.1(b). We have used different colors to represent different segments
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Verification of the 2D implementation of the watershed algorithm: (a) 2D sine as
gradient input ( flffi! #"flffi! ) (b) Watershed segmentation
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.2: Verification of the 2D implementation of the watershed algorithm: (a) Image of a
box ( %'&)(#"+%-,.& ) (b) Gradient image (c) Watershed segmentation
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: Verification of the 2D implementation of the watershed algorithm: (a) Image with
objects of different shapes ( ffi!,!/0"3ffi-2
fl ) (b) Gradient image (c) Watershed segmentation
in the output.
Figure 5.2(a) is a synthetic image containing flat regions and verifies the ability of the algo-
rithm to detect flat segments. Figure 5.3(a) is another synthetic image that contains objects of
different shapes. This is used to check that the algorithm identifies boundaries of objects with
various shapes correctly. The outputs of the watershed algorithm for these images are shown in
5.2(c) and 5.3(c) respectively.
We have tested the implementation of the 3D watershed algorithm using a 3D phantom
image of the head whose slices are shown in Figure 5.4. The slices are 50 in number, each of
which is of size (.&F"4(.& . Slices of the 3D gradient image are shown in Figure 5.5. The result of
the watershed algorithm is shown in Figure 5.6. The result indicates that the algorithm is able
to detect segments embedded in 3D.
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Figure 5.4: A 3D phantom image of the head ( (.&4"3(.&0"3(-2 )
Figure 5.5: Gradient of the slices of the 3D phantom image
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Figure 5.6: Watershed segmentation of the 3D phantom image
5.2 Effect of the Pre-processing Step
We have used some synthetic and real images to show the effect of the pre-processing step.
Consider the synthetic image in Figure 5.7(a). Its gradient is shown in Figure 5.7(b). Its water-
shed segmentation is shown in Figure 5.7(c), which has 6 regions. Gaussian noise is then added
to the image in Figure 5.7(a) using the noiseGauss function in VISPack with input standard
deviation 5 6 8R& , which is (-2): of RMS of gradient. Watershed segmentation of the corrupted
image, shown in Figure 5.7(f), has 9873 regions. This is due to the irrelevant minima created
by noise. We subject the corrupted image to filtering using the gauss function in VISPack, with
input standard deviation 5<;F8>& , and then threshold the gradient at @R89B!ffiC: of the RMS value.
The effect of this step on the watershed result is indicated in Figure 5.7(g). The pre-processing
step removes the irrelevant minima, producing a clean segmentation.
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Figure 5.8(a) shows a real image of strips of different colors on a table. This image contains
a high level of noise and texture. Therefore, the watershed algorithm produces an overseg-
mented result as shown in Figure 5.8(c), which has 1499 regions. The original image is subject
to filtering with 5E;*8V2HGI( and the gradient is thresholded at @V8O&),C: of the RMS value. This
pre-processing helps to reduce oversegmentation. The result of the watershed algorithm for
the pre-processed image is shown in Figure 5.8(d), in which the number of regions has been
reduced to 354.
We have used the 3D phantom image in Figure 5.4 to show the effect of the pre-processing
step on the result of the 3D watershed algorithm. Each of the 50 slices is corrupted with Gaus-
sian noise using the noiseGauss function with input standard deviation 5S6t8R2HGpfl , which is 2HGI,C:
of RMS gradient. Watershed segmentation of the corrupted image leads to oversegmentation
producing the result in Figure 5.9(a), which contains 5333 regions. We process the corrupted
image by filtering with 5<;F8R2HGI( and threshold the gradient at @R8R&M: of the RMS value. This
removes the oversegmentation caused due to noise and produces the result in Figure 5.9(b).
The effect of the pre-processing step in reducing the number of irrelevant regions in the
output of the watershed algorithm can be observed from Table 5.1. In this table, Nëì denotes
the number of regions in the segmentation without pre-processing, and Në denotes the number
of regions in the segmentation with pre-processing. As seen from the table different thresholds
work well for different images. Note, however, that the pre-processing step did not completely
remove the oversegmentation in the case of the image in Figure 5.8. For some images, it may be
even difficult to find a threshold that reduces oversegmentation without wiping out significant
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g)
Figure 5.7: Effect of pre-processing on 2D watershed segmentation: (a) A synthetic image
( ,!,!("fiffi! ! ) (b) Gradient image (c) Watershed segmentation (d) Corrupted image ( 5S6t89(-2): of
RMS gradient) (e) Gradient of (d) (f) Oversegmented watershed result (without pre-processing)
(g) Watershed segmentation (with pre-processing — 5E;N8>&
?A@989B!ffiC: )
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Effect of pre-processing on 2D watershed segmentation: (a) A noisy and tex-
tured image ( ffi!(!/0"3ffi.&C2 ) (b) Gradient image (c) Oversegmented watershed result (without pre-
processing) (d) Watershed segmentation (with pre-processing — 5<;F8R2HGI(J?A@8>&),C: )
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Effect of pre-processing on 3D watershed segmentation: (a) Oversegmented water-
shed result for Figure 5.4 after addition of noise (without pre-processing) (b) Result of water-
shed segmentation (with pre-processing — 5<;=8R2HGI(J?A@O8>&M: )
minima. Such a case is illustrated in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.10(a) is a real image containing
noise. Watershed segmentation of the image produces the oversegmented result shown in Figure
5.10(c), which has 5686 regions. We filter the original image with 5<;#8V2HGI( and threshold the
gradient at @W8íflffiC: of the RMS value. The result of the watershed algorithm still shows
oversegmentation with 1632 regions, as in Figure 5.10(d). If we increase the threshold @ to
25% of the RMS value to further reduce oversegmentation, it results in the merging of different
segments in the output, as in Figure 5.10(e). Such problems are overcome by the application of
the proposed region merging post-processing schemes.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 5.10: Effect of pre-processing on watershed segmentation: (a) Original image (b) Gradi-
ent image (c) Oversegmented watershed result (without pre-processing) (d) Watershed segmen-
tation ( 5E;N8R2HGI(J?A@98ffflffiC: ) (e) Watershed segmentation ( 5<;F8R2HGI(J?A@98ffi!(C: )
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Table 5.1: Effect of the pre-processing stage in reducing oversegmentation
Image 5E; T Fëì Në
Figure 5.7 4 92 9873 6
Figure 5.8 0.5 43 1499 354
Figure 5.9 0.5 4 5333 9
Figure 5.10 0.5 12 5686 1632
Figure 5.10 0.5 25 5686 958
5.3 Hierarchical Segmentation
5.3.1 Implicit Region Merging
We have used synthetic and real images to demonstrate the role of the implicit region merging
scheme in reducing oversegmentation and producing a hierarchy from which a meaningful seg-
mentation can be simply chosen. Consider the synthetic house image shown in Figure 5.11(a).
The gradient of this image is shown in Figure 5.11(b), and the watershed segmentation is shown
in Figure 5.11(c). The synthetic image is corrupted by adding Gaussian noise to the RGB com-
ponents using the noiseGauss function with 5S68îffiJGI, which is ffi!(C: of the RMS gradient.
Watershed segmentation of the corrupted image without pre-processing produces the overseg-
mented result in Figure 5.11(f), which has 10,870 regions. To show the working of the merging
scheme, we process the input image by filtering with 5<;8ïffi and threshold the gradient at
@R89(C: of the RMS value. This pre-processing reduces the number of regions in the watershed
output, shown in Figure 5.12(a), to 794. We apply implicit merging on the regions in this im-
age to produce a hierarchy. Regions at selected levels from the hierarchy are shown in Figures
5.12(b)–(f). The number of regions at these levels are shown in Table 5.2. It is clear that the
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.11: Implicit region merging: (a) A synthetic image (b) Gradient image (c) Water-
shed segmentation (d) Corrupted image ( 5S618Lffi!(C: of RMS gradient) (e) Gradient of (d) (d)
Oversegmented result (without pre-processing)
number of regions reduces as we move up the hierarchy. The regions at level 784 Y , shown in
Figure 5.12(d), represent a meaningful segmentation.
Consider the working of the implicit merging scheme for the lamp image in Figure 5.10(a).
The image is filtered with 5E;æ8âfl and the gradient is thresholded using @Ø8ØffiC: of the RMS
value. Implicit merging is applied to the watershed result shown in Figure 5.13(a). Selected
levels of the resulting hierarchy are shown in Figure 5.13 and the number of regions at these
levels are listed in Table 5.3. A combination of the pre-processing stage and implicit merging
on regions from the watershed result effectively reduces oversegmentation of the image.
The application of the implicit merging scheme in the case of another real image is shown
Z
For convenience, the levels in the hierarchy are labeled from 0, which corresponds to the initial watershed result,
to a maximum number that corresponds to the level with a single region.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.12: Hierarchy produced by implicit region merging: (a) Watershed segmentation of
corrupted image ( 5<;38LffiJ?A@i8L(C: ). Regions at levels 460, 680, 784, 786, 789 are shown in
(b)–(f).
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Table 5.2: Implicit Region Merging for the house image (See Figure 5.12): Number of regions
at different levels
Level Number of regions
0 794
460 334
680 114
784 10
786 8
789 5
Table 5.3: Implicit Region Merging for the lamp image (See Figure 5.13): Number of regions
at different levels
Level Number of regions
0 1383
950 433
1250 133
1311 72
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.13: Hierarchy produced by implicit region merging: (a) Watershed segmentation for
image in Figure 5.10(a) ( 5<;38Xfl-?A@i8ðffiC: ). Regions at hierarchy levels 950, 1250, 1311 are
shown in (b)–(d).
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Table 5.4: Implicit Region Merging for the road image (See Figure 5.14): Number of regions at
different levels
Level Number of regions
0 1480
775 705
1235 245
1395 85
1455 25
1468 12
in Figure 5.14. The image in 5.14(a) is noisy and textured. The image is filtered with 5E;D8Lfl
and the gradient is thresholded at @Q8Ø/C: of the RMS value. The watershed output is shown
in Figure 5.14(c), which contains 1480 segments and is heavily oversegmented. Selected levels
from the hierarchy produced by implicit merging are shown in Figures 5.14(d)–(h). The number
of regions at these levels are shown in Table 5.4. The implicit merging scheme clearly helps
to reduce oversegmentation. The regions at level 1468, shown in Figure 5.14(h) represent a
meaningful segmentation.
To show the working of implicit merging on 3D images, we add noise to the image in Figure
5.4 using the noiseGauss function with 576*8R2HGpfl , which is 2HGI,C: of the RMS gradient. We pro-
cess the corrupted image by filtering with 5<;=8R2HGI( and threshold the gradient at @R8R2HGIffi!(!/!/C:
of the RMS value. Watershed segmentation of this image produces the result in Figure 5.15(a),
which contains 864 regions. Selected levels from the hierarchy produced by implicit merging
are shown in Figures 5.15(b)–(d). The number of 3D regions at these levels are indicated in Ta-
ble 5.5. The region merging scheme does reduce oversegmentation and produces a meaningful
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 5.14: Hierarchy produced by implicit region merging: (a) A real image — noisy and tex-
tured (b) Gradient image (c) Watershed segmentation ( 5E;t8Qfl-?A@P8P/C: ). Regions at hierarchy
levels 775, 1235, 1395, 1455, 1468 are shown in (d)–(h).
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Table 5.5: Implicit Region Merging for the 3D phantom image of the head (See Figure 5.15):
Number of 3D regions at different levels
Level Number of 3D regions
0 864
1 302
211 91
292 10
segmentation at level 292. The segmented slices at this level are shown in 5.15(d).
5.3.2 Seeded Region Merging
In the case of seeded region merging, the user picks a segment of interest from the original
image to grow this segment from the oversegmented result and also study its merging with ad-
jacent segments. Consider the corrupted house image in Figure 5.11(d) and the oversegmented
watershed result in Figure 5.11(f). To start the seeded merging process, we choose the sun in
the original image as the seed. The seed is indicated in Figure 5.16(a). Selected levels from the
hierarchy produced by seeded region merging are shown in Figures 5.16(b)–(e). The growing
of the seed segment is complete in the Figure 5.16(d). Higher levels of the hierarchy show
the merging of this segment with others. For instance, consider Figure 5.16(e), where the seed
segment merges with the background leaving an outline of the tree, the road, and the house.
Consider the application of seeded region merging for the road image in Figure 5.17(a). We
process this image by filtering with 5E;Ô8©fl-GI( and threshold the gradient image at @ñ8ò/C:
of the RMS value. The watershed segmentation result is shown in Figure 5.17(b), which is
an oversegmented result. To start the merging process, we select the road in the image as the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.15: Hierarchy produced by implicit region merging: (a) Watershed segmentation of
Figure 5.4 after addition of noise ( 5<;*8V2HGI(J?A@Q8P2HGIffi!(!/!/C: ). Regions at levels 1, 211, 292 are
shown in Figures 5.15(b)–(d).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 5.16: Hierarchy produced by seeded region merging: (a) Input image showing the seed
segment (b) Oversegmented result ( 5E;F89ffiJ?A@89(C: ) (c)&(d) Growing of the seed segment (e)
Merging of the seed segment with the background in the image
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.17: Hierarchy produced by seeded region merging: (b) Input image showing the seed
segment (a) Watershed segmentation ( 5E;=8fffl-GI(J?A@O89/C: ) (c)&(d) Growing of the seed segment
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seed, as indicated in 5.17(a). We have shown two selected levels from the hierarchy in Figures
5.17(c)–(d). The growing of the selected seed, the road in this case, is complete in the Figure
5.17(d).
5.4 Segmentation of Slices of a 3D Anatomical Image
We have used our implementation of the watershed algorithm and the region merging schemes
to segment slices of a 3D anatomical image obtained from the datasets of the Visible Human
Project of the National Library of Medicine [47]. Selected 16 slices, numbered 1653–1668,
from the dataset obtained from the male cadaver are shown in Figure 5.18. We see that the
images are complex and highly textured. The slices are filtered with the gauss function in
VISPack with input standard deviation 5E;08ifl . The slices of the gradient image are shown in
Figure 5.19. The gradient is thresholded at @ó8¥BJGI/!,C: of the RMS value. The slices from
the result of the watershed segmentation are shown in Figure 5.20. This output image contains
13,898 regions and is heavily oversegmented. Therefore, we apply the region merging schemes
to obtain more meaningful results.
The regions in the initial watershed segmentation, in Figure 5.20 are subject to merging us-
ing the implicit merging scheme. Selected levels of the hierarchy produced by implicit merging
for slices 1653 and 1668 are shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22. The number of regions at these
levels for each of the two slices are shown in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. From these results, we see
that the merging scheme reduces the oversegmentation and produces a hierarchy from which
the user can choose a meaningful result.
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Figure 5.18: Slices of a 3D medical image
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Figure 5.19: Slices of the gradient image
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Figure 5.20: Oversegmented watershed result ( 5E;F8fffl-?A@89BJGI/!,C: )
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Table 5.6: Implicit Region Merging for slice 1653 (See Figure 5.21) : Number of regions at
different levels
Level Number of regions
0 13898
12400 1275
12592 1083
13000 674
13320 354
13480 194
13580 94
Table 5.7: Implicit Region Merging for slice 1668 (See Figure 5.22) : Number of regions at
different levels
Level Number of regions
0 13898
12200 1475
12750 925
12975 699
13225 449
13405 269
13515 159
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 5.21: Result of implicit region merging: (a) Slice 1653 (b) Oversegmented watershed
result. Regions at levels 12400, 12592, 13000, 13320, 13480, 13580 are shown in (c)–(h).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 5.22: Result of implicit region merging: (a) Slice 1668 (b) Oversegmented watershed
result. Regions at levels 12200, 12750, 12975, 13225, 13405, 13515 are shown in (c)–(h).
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Specific segments can be grown from the watershed result of the slices using the seeded
merging scheme. We here show the use of seeded merging to grow two different segments in
the 3D image. Consider the seed segment indicated in Figure 5.23(a). The growing of this
segment in slice 1653 is shown in Figures 5.23(b)–(d). The growing of the same seed segment
for slice 1663 is shown in Figure 5.23(f)–(h). Consider another seed segment indicated in Figure
5.24(a). Growing of this segment in slices 1657, 1660, 1663, and 1666 are shown in Figures
5.24(b),(d),(f)&(h) respectively.
5.5 Streaming Algorithm
We have tested our implementation of the streaming algorithm using images that represent
several special cases, particularly the cases of split flat regions and re-entering segments. The
first test image contains a single object against a background. This is an image of the letter ‘A’
and mainly tests the algorithm for correctness in the presence of split flat regions. We split the
image in Figure 5.25(a) into overlapping blocks. Let ° "ô± denote the size of the matrix of
blocks. Therefore in this case, ° 8X±ï8Xffi . The blocks are shown in Figure 5.25(b). The
splitting causes the segment ‘A’ to be split into four segments in the four different blocks. The
watershed segmentation of the individual blocks are shown in Figure 5.25(c), in which segments
carrying different labels are represented by different colors. In these images, the four parts of the
letter ‘A’ are identified as four different segments against different backgrounds. The watershed
result after pairwise processing of adjacent blocks is shown in 5.25(d). From the result, we see
that the algorithm is able to identify the equivalence of the split portions of the letter ‘A’ and its
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 5.23: Result of seeded region merging: (a) Slice 1653 showing seed segment. Growing
of the segment is shown in (b)–(d). (e) Slice 1663. Growing of the segment is shown in (f)–(h).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 5.24: Result of seeded region merging: (a) Slice 1657 showing seed segment. (b) Grown
segment. Growing of the segment for the slices 1660, 1663, 1666 in (c),(e),(f) are shown in
(d),(f),(h) respectively.
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 5.25: Streaming algorithm: (a) Test image — letter ‘A’ (b) Splitting of the image (c)
Watershed result before pairwise processing (d) Result of the streaming algorithm
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background and produces a segmentation which is meaningful for the given image.
The next set consists of the image of the letter ‘Z’, a logo image and two other images and
has been used specifically to test the working of the streaming algorithm for the case of re-
entering segments. The first of this set, the image of the letter ‘Z’ in Figure 5.26(a), is split into
blocks as shown in Figure 5.26(b). In this case, ° 8Qffi and ±L8Q, . The letter ‘Z’ is split into
different segments across the different blocks. Here again, the splitting gives rise to the case
of split flat regions. Note the additional special case of a re-entering segment in the block at
position (1,2) in the matrix of blocks. Although the two segments in this block are parts of the
letter ‘Z’, the watershed result of this block, shown in Figure 5.26(c) identifies them separately
because they are not connected. After processing of pairs of adjacent blocks in Figure 5.26(c)
is complete, the segmentation in Figure 5.26(d) is produced. This segmentation is meaningful
for the given image. This result shows that the algorithm works well even in the presence of
re-entering segments in a block.
The logo image shown in Figure 5.27(a) is split into blocks as shown in the Figure 5.27(b),
such that
°
8O±i8Vffi . Note that the blocks in positions (1,1) and (2,2) in the matrix in Figure
5.27(b) pose the problem of re-entering segments. The watershed segmentation of the individual
blocks are shown in Figure 5.27(c). Note that parts of the same segment have been identified
differently in the blocks at positions (1,1) and (2,2) in the matrix. This is because the different
parts of the same segment are not connected. Pairwise processing of blocks helps to identify the
equivalence of these re-entering segments and other split flat regions to produce a meaningful
segmentation, which is shown in Figure 5.27(d).
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 5.26: Streaming algorithm: (a) Test image (b) Splitting of the image (c) Watershed result
before pairwise processing (d) Result of the streaming algorithm
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The test image in Figure 5.28(a) is split into blocks such that ° 8P±Ø8Vffi . The splitting is
shown in Figure 5.28(b). Note that the block at position (1,2) in the matrix of blocks contains
a segment that re-enters the same block twice. The output of the watershed algorithm for the
blocks is shown in 5.28(c). As expected, the watershed result for the block at position (1,2)
considers the same re-entering segment as three different segments. However, the pairwise
processing scheme serves to identify the equivalence of parts of the re-entering segment and
produces a meaningful segmentation, as shown in Figure 5.28(d).
Consider the splitting of the segment in the image in Figure 5.29(a). Here again, ° 8R±Q8
ffi and the overlapping blocks are shown in Figure 5.29(b). Re-entering segments are present in
blocks at positions (1,1), (1,2), and (2,2) in the matrix of blocks. Parts of the same re-entering
segment are identified as separate segments in the watershed result of the blocks, as shown in
Figure 5.29(c). Our pairwise processing scheme helps to identify the equivalence of these parts
and produces a meaningful result, which is shown in Figure 5.29(d).
The next test image contains multiple objects against a background and is shown in Figure
5.30(a). The blocks produced by splitting, their individual segmentations, and the result of the
streaming algorithm are shown in 5.30(b)–(d) respectively. Note that the block at position (1,2)
in the matrix of blocks in Figure 5.30(b) contains a re-entering segment.
From our experiments, we can see that the algorithm works well for all our test images,
including the ones whose splitting presents the special cases of split flat regions and re-entering
segments. We have used the streaming algorithm to segment slice 1653 from the medical data
set. The splitting of the gradient of this slice, the individual segmentations of the blocks before
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 5.27: Streaming algorithm: (a) Test image (b) Splitting of the image (c) Watershed result
before pairwise processing (d) Result of the streaming algorithm
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 5.28: Streaming algorithm: (a) Test image (b) Splitting of the image (c) Watershed result
before pairwise processing (d) Result of the streaming algorithm
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 5.29: Streaming algorithm: (a) Test image (b) Splitting of the image (c) Watershed result
before pairwise processing (d) Result of the streaming algorithm
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 5.30: Streaming algorithm: (a) Test image (b) Splitting of the image (c) Watershed result
before pairwise processing (d) Result of the streaming algorithm
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pairwise processing, and the result of the streaming algorithm are shown in Figure 5.31(b)–(d).
The final result represents a meaningful segmentation.
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 5.31: Streaming algorithm: (a) Test image (b) Splitting of the image (c) Watershed result
before pairwise processing (d) Result of the streaming algorithm
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
We have implemented a semi-automatic segmentation scheme based on the watershed algo-
rithm. This scheme involves three stages: pre-processing of the image to reduce the effects of
noise, segmentation using the watershed algorithm, and post-processing by region merging. We
have also tested a streaming algorithm for segmentation based on the watershed algorithm, in
which blocks of an image are segmented individually and the results from these blocks are used
to obtain the segmentation of the entire image. In this chapter, we briefly discuss the advantages
of our scheme and follow this with a discussion of the disadvantages, and scope for future work.
For the semi-automatic segmentation scheme, we pre-process the image by filtering with the
linear Gaussian filter. This is followed by thresholding of the edge map at a chosen percentage
of the RMS value. This step serves to reduce the effects of noise and hence the number of
regions in the watershed result, to which the merging schemes are applied.
We have implemented rainfalling simulation for watershed segmentation in 2D and 3D. In
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the rainfalling approach, the tracing of every pixel in the image can be done independently of
tracing of other pixels in the image. This makes the implementation easily extensible for a
streaming or parallel implementation. The searching step occurs in a single width-first scan
of the image. We have used an 8-neighborhood in our implementation (26-neighborhood in
3D), which causes significant reduction in the number of minima detected in the searching
step and thereby, considerably reduces oversegmentation. The implementation of the algorithm
allows for the occurrence of minima along the image boundaries. In addition, our watershed
implementation produces a segmentation with zero-width watershed lines. This means that
every pixel is uniquely assigned to a region.
Although the pre-processing step serves to reduce the number of regions in the output of
the watershed algorithm, it does not help in removing oversegmentation to produce a meaning-
ful result. We have implemented two region merging schemes to generate a hierarchy of re-
gions from which meaningful segmentations can be easily chosen. The implicit region merging
scheme automatically produces a hierarchy using the watershed depth of regions. The user can
simply choose the required segmentation from this hierarchy. Using the seeded region merging
scheme, the user can select a specific segment from the image as the seed, grow this segment
from the watershed result, and study its merging with adjacent segments. The data structures
used to represent regions are independent of dimension.
The only free parameters involved in our semi-automatic segmentation scheme are the stan-
dard deviation input to the gauss function in VISPack and the threshold parameter, as a % of the
RMS value. However, for a particular application, these parameters can be tuned to produce the
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required segmentation. Thus, for a specific application, our segmentation scheme can be made
almost fully automatic.
The graphical user interface to our implementation of the semi-automatic segmentation
scheme facilitates execution of the watershed segmentation for user-chosen values of the stan-
dard deviation input to the Gaussian filter and the threshold, and viewing of the hierarchy. The
hierarchy of regions can be saved to disk as a combination of two files in the .ws and .hr formats.
The entire hierarchy can be regenerated from these two files.
We have validated the streaming algorithm through testing using several images. Our
streaming algorithm can compute the segmentation of the image without iterative processing
of adjacent blocks. It can also be extended to work on 3D images and when combined with a
binary reduction scheme, it can lead to an efficient parallel implementation.
A number of improvements can be made on our existing implementations, thus leaving a
good scope for future research. We discuss some of these as follows.
1. The linear Gaussian filter, depending on the input standard deviation, may smooth out
edges in the image. Hence, filtering of the image can be done using edge-preserving
methods. One such scheme is the anisotropic diffusion method proposed by Perona and
Malik [51] and is used in connection with watershed segmentation in [21].
2. The result of the watershed algorithm is highly dependent on the input edge map. The
input edge map can be chosen depending on the problem at hand to achieve good seg-
mentation. For instance, Mangan and Whitaker [39] use curvature values as input to the
watershed algorithm. Zenzo [70] discusses computation of gradient for multi-spectral
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images by finding the direction of maximum change.
3. Although the rainfalling watershed algorithm carries advantages, it has some problems
that many discrete implementations of the watershed algorithm have. A typical example
of such problems is the presence of two equal-valued minima at different locations along
the boundary of a flat region. Depending on the nature of the input image, such problems
may result in pixel level inaccuracies. Thus, obtaining a segmentation which is accurate
at the pixel level and also at the sub-pixel level [64] is a good area for further research.
4. The implementation of the algorithms can be further optimized with regard to speed and
memory requirements. Specifically, the streaming algorithm can be used to implement an
efficient parallel algorithm by combining it with a scheme for binary reduction of blocks.
5. In the streaming algorithm, the size of the blocks can be reduced by using an an overlap
of one column (or row). The scheme for pairwise processing of blocks can be modified
accordingly and the working of the algorithm can be tested.
6. The user interface for 3D images can be extended for 3D viewing of results of the water-
shed algorithm using OpenGL related libraries.
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